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MuniRouteTM Benefits
MuniRouteTM provides truck traffic management services committed to four primary
goals:






Energy Efficiency: MuniRouteTM saves energy by reducing idling time and
avoiding obstacles such as congestion and low-clearance bridges
Environmental Integrity: By keeping trucks on the road for the minimum
possible time and away from restricted areas, vehicle emissions have reduced
impact
Community Livability: Encourages municipal sustainability by directing
commercial vehicles away from sensitive public areas
Safety: Informs drivers of obstacles specific to their vehicle so that
accidents, such as bridge strikes, can be avoided

MuniRouteTM Features:





A revolutionary system that combines GIS databases, unique data elements
and specialized algorithms
State-of-the-art navigation tool for commercial vehicles
The most efficient routing-based truck and cargo configuration
A dispatcher service that creates and distributes routes to drivers

MuniRoute™ Technology
Web Based system—available anywhere, anytime
Multiple Data sets linked via GIS
Algorithm that achieves energy efficiency and obstacle avoidance
Real-Time traffic information integration for updating routes
Easily integrated with third party system
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MuniRouteTM Markets









Motor Trucking industry
Firms with an internal delivery fleet
Firms with third-party delivery service
Businesses with extended needs of dedicated transport
Government agencies
Data service providers to government organizations and to other third party
channels
Roadway data gathering service for public or private entities
Markets in Need of Analytics and Business Intelligence

Safety

MuniRouteTM

MuniRouteTM is a navigation system that takes
into account for vertical clearance restriction. It
is able to generate routes where vehicles can
pass without worrying about hitting the bridges.
It enables users to specify the exact desired
minimum vertical clearance that needs to be
adhered to. By directing trucks away from low
clearance bridges, it will reduce the bridge
strikes in New York State and nationwide.

Note: The blue denotes a route that minimize s distance and time., but would encounters a
bridge with 12.75’ clearance below the bridge deck. The green route also minimize
distance and time but additionally, take into account a vehicle vertical clearance of 13’.

Case Study: Schenectady, NY
The Problem




Commercial vehicles often face
low bridges in downtown or spend
time turning around to find
another route
GPS units direct trucks to
sensitive historical areas not fit for
commercial vehicles

The Solution




Utilizing MuniRouteTM , the City is able to direct trucks around these obstacles
Manage Commercial Vehicle route through the city
System enhances the livability of the City

For additional information please visit us at
www.MuniRoute.com
or contact
Dimitri Grivas
President, ARMA International, LLC
Phone: (518) 813-9269
Dgrivas@ARMAtech.net

